SAVE
40%

Easy As Pie
Collection
HOST EXCLUSIVE
NOVEMBER 1–30, 2022

EXCLUSIVE PRICE

$39.50 CA | $33.95 US
$65.85 CA | $57.40 US

Sweet or savoury? Either way, it’s easy as pie! Just
follow the on-pack dough directions and use the
exclusive tools to make a great pie crust base. Fill
with your desired ingredients, bake, and let cool for
amazing pies every time!

DOUGH DONE YOUR WAY
Great for homemade pies and so much
more—Use Easy As Pie Dough Mix
to make gluten-free fruit crisps, tarts,
quiches, empanadas, galettes, or nearly
anything that has a dough base!

EXCLUSIVE EASY AS PIE DOUGH
MIX (Pack of 2)
Just add cubed cold butter and
water—prep in 20 minutes or less!

KITCHEN HACK
Try using the Silicone Pastry Mat for
messy eaters or as a workstation for
kids’ crafts—nonstick surface makes
it easy to clean!

Gluten-free mix with no artificial
colours or flavours.
Each pack makes one 9" bottom or
top pie crust.

EXCLUSIVE MARBLE ROLLING PIN

FUN WITH FILLINGS

French-style design helps roll to
even thickness.

From apples to zucchini (A to Z), the
possibilities are endless! Try fresh fruit
for a classic dessert pie or mix it up with
a savoury meat or veggie-based pie that
could work as a main course.

Heavy, natural marble helps keep
your dough cool.
10" (25 cm)

EXCLUSIVE SILICONE PASTRY MAT
Reusable and nonstick.
Perfect for all doughs—pastries,
biscuits, breads, and more.
Clear markings help roll out
accurate measurements.
23" x 16" (58 x 41 cm)

REMINDERS
Non-compensable. | No exceptions made to requirements and dates.
| Substitutions are not available. | Available in Canada/US, while
supplies last. | Available only to Hosts of qualified Cooking Classes with
compensable sales of at least $250 and 4 buying guests. | Product
warranty on all promotional items is 90 days. | All orders must be
submitted between November 1, 9 AM (PT) and Novemer 30, 2022 by
11:59 PM (PT). | Taxable in Canada; US taxes vary by state.

